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Abstract —In vascular interventional surgery, experienced
physicians rely on proximal force sensing to detect the
collision and reduce vascular injury caused by surgical
tools. However, in robot-assisted tele-interventional surgery
(RATIS), providing high-precision force feedback to physician
is still a main challenge. In this paper, a haptic robot-assisted
catheter operating system with a novel spring-based haptic
force interface was developed. With a closed loop force adjustment system, the haptic force interface can provide accuracy force feedback. Moreover, a collision protection function
with a proximal-force-based collision detection algorithm was
proposed to improve surgical safety. In case of no collision,
transparency of the teleoperated system is realized; in case
of collision, the provided haptic force will be amplified. The results demonstrated the usability of the developed haptic
robot-assisted catheter operating system with collision protection function.
Index Terms — Vascular interventional surgery, haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system, spring-based haptic
force interface, collision protection function.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ARDIOVASCULAR disease, including the thrombus,
atherosclerosis, and aneurisms, is one of the main causes
of mortality in developed countries [1]. Vascular interventional
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surgeries (VIS) has become common alternatives because it
has some advantages such as short recovery time, a small
incision to the healthy tissue, good surgical outcomes, and
little postoperative pain. However, prolonged exposure to
X-ray radiation during surgery will cause a serious impact for
the interventionalists’ health [2], [3]. Fortunately, the development of haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system
has the potential to release surgeon from the risks of radiation and heavy radiation-shielded garments [4]–[7]. Haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system allows surgeons
to manipulate catheter via master side over long distance.
Moreover, assistant procedures can help surgeons perform
more sophisticated surgical operations, improving the safety
of surgery.
Up to now, numerous companies and research groups
have developed robot-assisted catheter operating systems like
CorPath robotic system, Amigo robotic system and Magellan/Sensei robot system [8]–[10]. Although these systems used
in VIS have proven to have notable advantage, such as reduced
exposure [11]–[14] to radiation for intervening physicians and
improved operation accuracy [15]–[18], the robotic systems
developed so far have failed to provide an intuitive user
interface which can take full advantage of natural manipulation
skill for surgeons. One of the major reasons is that current
robotic systems lack high-precision haptic force feedback.
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Inaccurate force feedback in RATIS affects physicians’ judgment and increases the risk of surgery. In addition, studies
on contact force estimation between surgical tools and vessel
are limited and it do not provide an effective way to detect
catheter-vessel collision. The excessive contact force may
make the catheter tip puncture the blood vessel wall and
increase risk of procedure. Furthermore, the interfaces that are
used to control robot in current robotic systems are manipulator, joystick, mouse and touch screen. These interfaces do
not conform to the natural operating habits of surgeons. As a
result, the intervening physicians need to learn new skills to
use the robotic system for performing procedures [19].
Considering the importance of haptic force interface, many
research groups have adopted various ways to realize haptic
force feedback. Dagnino et al [20] used the voice coil motor
to generate the force. This kind of motor simulates nature
permits a quick translation of the contact forces to the surgeon.
Yin et al [21] developed a passive haptic force interface using
magneto-rheological fluids (MRF). This interface exhibits high
precision in the control of output of force and torque. The purpose of current researches is to build the relationship between
the force and force generator (motors or smart materials)
previously and use voltage or current to control the force
generator. However, current haptic force interfaces lack of way
to measure the provided haptic force during surgery, which
leads to potential errors in different surgical environment.
Although effort has been put into the development of haptic
force interface over many years, a satisfactory artificial haptic
force interface that can provide high-precision force feedback
has not yet been realized, and in turn limits progress in fields
such as robotics and VIS [22].
With the aim of improving safety, the operator avoids
applying excessive force on surgical tools to reduce the
damage to the blood vessel caused by collision. Current
researches tend to use sensors or special surgical environment
to detect collisions. Payne et al [23] used strain measurement
sensor mounted on the catheter tips. This sensor converts the
deflection of the catheter into force values. However, due
to the large size of this kind of sensor, it is hard to be
used in VIS. Fiber-optic pressure sensors have potential to
be used in interventional surgeries [1], but it is limited by
some complex vasculature such as cerebrovascular. Part of the
cerebrovascular has great bending angle and it will impact
the accuracy of the fiber-optic pressure sensors. Moreover,
Guo et al [24] presented a visual-based method to measure
the contact force between the catheter tip and vessel. With the
2-D ultrasound image and tracking a passive marker attached
to the catheter tip, this method can estimate the contact force
via measuring the length variation of the marker. However,
the methods based on special surgical environment, such as
magnetic field or ultrasound, are difficult to be used in all
procedures [25].
To this end, this paper presents a novel haptic robot-assisted
catheter operating system with collision protection function.
The catheter-based control interface takes full advantage of
natural manipulation skill for the surgeon. In the spring-based
haptic force interface, a closed loop system based on force
signal confirms accuracy of provided force, and it improve
the quality of transparency between the slave side and master

side. A collision detection algorithm based on proximal force
was proposed to detect the catheter-vessel collision. When
a collision is detected, the collision protection function will
provide a warning force to the operator. In addition, the system
and collision protection function are evaluated by experiment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
presented haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system is
introduced in Section II. Section III illustrates the detail of the
collision protection function. In Section IV, evaluation experiments are presented to verify the accuracy and performance.
Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V.
II. D ESIGN OF H APTIC R OBOT-A SSISTED C ATHETER
O PERATION S YSTEM
The design goal of haptic robot-assisted catheter operating
system is to achieve kinesthetic feedback between the environment and the human operator. In other words, the operator
feels as if the task object were being handled directly [26].
However, the operator may sometimes get tired of holding
a constant weight and calls for a system with continuous
variation of the force feedback ratio to reduce fatigue and
improve precision, since this brings out the necessity of
designing an adjustable system [27].
The developed robotic system in this paper contains three
main parts: the master side, the slave side and the processing
core, as shown in Fig. 1. The master side measures the motion
of input catheter and provides the haptic force feedback to
operator. The slave side manipulates the catheter and measure
the proximal force during procedures. The processing core
processes the motion, force, and visual signal in real-time.

A. Master Side
In the context of RATIS, the surgeon manipulates the
catheter by operating the master side and senses the haptic
force provided by haptic force interface. Therefore, the master
side needs to implement two basic functions: Measuring the
motion of operator (measurement device is called here) and
providing the haptic force to operator (haptic force interface
is called here). The model of the developed master side is
shown in Fig. 2 (a), and the design parameters are shown in
TABLE I.
1) Measurement Device: To measure the axial motion and
radial motion of the input catheter, a photoelectric-based
sensor platform is utilized in
measurement device, as shown in Fig. 2(b). This
photoelectric-based sensor platform contains two mutually
perpendicular photoelectric sensors, two encoder rollers and
one transmission ball. The transmission ball contacts with the
catheter. When the surgeon manipulates the input catheter, the
transmission ball will rotate. Two photoelectric sensors will
divide this action into the linear motion and rotation motion.
2) Haptic Force Interface: When the surgeon manipulates
the catheter, the feedback force is transmitted to the brain
from the sensory receptors. If the applied force is too small,
catheter motion has stagnated. Contrarily, if the applied force
is too large, the blood vessel punctured. Applied a precise
force and constant force feedback keeps the blood vessels
intact [28]. In addition, a priori knowledge of the blood
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system.

Fig. 2. The developed master side. (a) Model of the master side; (b) Structure of measurement device; (c) Structure of force generator.
TABLE I
T HE D ESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE P ROPOSED M ASTER S IDE

vessel’s physical attributes, such as its shape and fragility
are also integrated into the cortical processing used for the
manipulation task. Given that a robotic manipulator is unlikely
to possess contextual a priori information about the object
being manipulated, accurate haptic feedback is even more
critical [29].
In case of particular importance of haptic force interface,
a satisfactory artificial haptic force interface that can provide
real force feedback has not yet been realized. A major problem
is that the current haptic force interface uses “medium”, such
as motor or smart materials, to realize force feedback. The
control system of haptic force interface is based on voltage
signal, not force signal. As a result, estimation of provided
haptic force rely on relationship between voltage value and
the force converted by voltage via medium. However, due to
the complex environment, it is difficult to ensure the stability
and accuracy of the provided force.
In order to solve these problems, we developed a novel
spring-based haptic force interface in this research. By using

the load cell to measure the generated force in real-time, this
haptic force interface can provide force with high accuracy.
The haptic force is generated by a spring-based force generator, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The main function for the force
generator is to generate a smoothly changing force. Owing to
the elasticity of the blood vessel, the spring is more suitable
for simulating the elastic force generated when the catheter
is in contact with the blood vessel wall. This force generator
includes a coil spring, a L-connecter and a C-connecter. The
coil spring is inside the force generator. The choice of spring
constant depends on the maximum feedback force. Moreover,
if the spring constant is huge, the interface becomes more
sensitive and the noise will be increased. The L-connecter
connects with a load cell and the C-connecter connects with
the input catheter. A rigid metal rod is used to simulate
the input catheter. Using rigid rod to instead of catheter can
keep the natural manipulation skill of surgeon, and the rigid
structure can transmit the force effectively.
The realization of haptic force feedback is shown in Fig. 3.
When the operator manipulates the catheter, the motion x s
will change the length of the coil spring. The deformation of
spring will be converted into haptic force fh and provides to
the operator. The processing core compares haptic force f h and
proximal force f s in real-time and keep these two forces equal
by using motor (VEXTA, ASM46AA, Oriental Motor Corp.,
Japan) to adjust the length of coil spring. It should be noticed
that the human sensed feedback force is a resultant force,
including the haptic force provided by haptic force interface
and the friction force of measurement device. Owing to the
haptic force adjusted by the motor, the operation speed for
surgeon needs less than the max adjustment speed of haptic
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Fig. 5. The proximal force is composed of the viscous drag force,
the contact friction and collision.

signal, and it control the motor to balance these two forces.
The haptic control system and the motion control system are
mutually independent, which can ensure non-interfering for
each system.
Fig. 3. Realization of haptic force feedback.

Fig. 4. Structure diagram of the slave side.

force interface. The presented haptic force interface is a closed
loop system based on force signal. There has a load cell to
measure the provided haptic force in real-time. The haptic
force signal compares with the proximal force signal directly.
By this way, we can ensure the accuracy of provided haptic
force.

B. Slave Side
The patient catheter is manipulated by the slave side as
commanded by the operator using the master side. The slave
side is shown in Fig. 4, which is designed by our research
group previously [30], [31]. This slave side has a compact,
cost-effective force-sensing device based on strain gauges,
which can measure the proximal force of the patient catheter.
The clamping mechanism is controlled by a relay which can
operate the spring mechanism to clamp the catheter with
different size. The movement of the catheter (push-pull and
rotation) is controlled by two stepping motors through the ball
screw and pulley mechanism. This slave side can navigate the
catheter with high accuracy and measure the proximal force
effectively.
C. Processing Core
The control strategy of developed system is achieved
through the processing core. Control software is implemented
using C++. The communication between master side and
slave side is realized by cable. The motion signal of the
measurement device is sent to the actuators of the slave
side through the motion control board (Arduino Mega2560,
ELEGOO). The haptic control board (Arduino UNO, SMART
Projects) processes the feedback force signal and haptic force

III. C OLLISION P ROTECTION F UNCTION
During classical interventional surgeries, surgeons often use
their hands to estimate how much force should be applied so
that the blood vessel wall is not damaged. When an abnormal
proximal force is felt, the surgeon must retreat or rotate
the catheter to change the form (direction or shape) of the
catheter. But from a human factors point of view, surgeons
may sometimes get tired for a long surgery, and ignore some
collision information to reduce fatigue and improve precision.
In RATIS, one of the benefits is that endovascular robotic
system has the high accuracy of force sensing and the accurate
does not decrease during the procedure. Current researches can
detect the collision between catheter tip and blood vessel wall
by using sensors or special surgical environment. However,
this technique still hard to be used in real procedure.
In this section, we proposed a novel collision protection
function. The collision detection algorithm is based on force
change rate detection, and it aim to imitate the surgeon’s
feeling of collision. The protection function will warn the
operator when a collision is detected during surgery.

A. Collision Characteristics and Kinesthetic Perception
In practice, perception of collision is dependent on surgeon’s
experience, including the vascular system knowledge and the
proximal force sensing. The proximal force comes from three
aspects [32], as shown in Fig. 5. First is the viscous drag force
which is generated by the viscosity of the blood. Second is the
contact friction, including the friction force from surgical tools
and the friction force between surgical tools and tissue. Third
is the collision between catheter tip and blood vessel wall.
Among these forces, friction and collision are incorporated as
the most influential forces applied to the instrument during the
procedure [33]. These two kinds of force exist during vascular
interventional surgeries, and it is impossible to avoid.
During the procedure, the friction force causes the proximal
force to increase with the catheter insertion, and the collision
causes proximal force to increase rapidly in a short time.
We assume that the characteristics of catheter-tissue collision
during vascular interventional surgery are as follow:
1) The time of collision occurring is uncertain.
2) Duration of collision is uncertain.
3) When a collision occurs, the force signal is significantly
greater than the previous value.
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where fc is the current force value measured by slave side.
Let Ft∗ = { f t }t =c−n,...,c be the n consecutive signals in Ft .
For Ft∗ , the z-score of current force signal f c is calculated by

TABLE II
S ENSORY R ESOLUTION AND W EBER F RACTIONS
FOR A R ANGE OF H APTIC S TIMULI

zc =

fc − μ∗t
σt∗

(4)

where z c is z-score of f c and σt∗ = 0. μ∗t and σt∗ are denoted
by:
c
1 
ft
n t =c−n


c
1 


∗
 f t − μ∗t 2
σt = 
n t =c−n

μ∗t =
In addition, the collision sensing of the surgeon depends on
a slight force change sensed by hand. For a haptic feedback
system, knowledge about human force sensitivity is mandatory. According to the classical psychophysics knowledge,
the perception of a stimulus difference has been termed
difference threshold. The minimum intensity value φ that
a stimulus becomes perceivable is called absolute threshold
(see TABLE II) [34].
The sensitivity to perceive a difference between two stimuli
decreases with increasing size of the original intensity φ0 is
defined by weber’s law, which is
φ
=c
φ0 + ε

(1)

where φ, ε and c are difference threshold, compensation for
noise and Weber Fraction. However, this relationship is not
suitable for all situations [35].

B. Collision Protection Function
Based on the above assumptions and surgical requirements, the collision detection algorithm must follow three
requirements: real-time performance, stability and adaptability.
According above requirements, the z-scores based method is
used in our system to detect the collision.
In statistics, the z-scores is the number of standard deviations by which the value of a raw score is above or below
the mean value of what is being observed or measured. Raw
scores above the mean have positive z-scores, while those
below the mean have negative z-scores. If the population mean
and population standard deviation are known, the z-score of a
raw score x is calculated by [36]
x −μ
(2)
σ
where μ is the mean of the population, σ is the standard
deviation of the population and σ = 0. The absolute value
of z represents the distance between that raw score x and the
population mean in units of the standard deviation.
In practice, the collision causes the proximal force to
increase rapidly in a short time. In other words, when a
collision occurs, there has a great distance between current
force value and the mean force value of the previous period
in units of the standard deviation. This distance is described
by z-score of force signal and can be used to detect collision.
In our haptic force interface, the input haptic force signal
is denoted by
z=

Ft = { f 1 , f2 , f3 , . . . , f c }

(3)

(5)

(6)

By calculating z-score, we can get the distance between
the current force signal f c and the mean force value of the
previous period Ft∗ in units of the standard deviation. We set z t
to be the threshold to trigger a collision. The algorithm is based
on the principle of dispersion, that is, for the filter Ft∗ , if z c
is large than z t , we consider that the current feedback force
f c is abnormal and a collision has occurred. The protection
function divides provided haptic force Fh into two kinds of
stimuli, which is expressed as the follow equations:

α fc (z c > z t )
(7)
Fh =
f c (z c  z t )
where α is force scaling parameter. The principle of the
proposed collision protection function is: if there has no
collision, the transparency will be achieved; if a collision has
been detected, the provided haptic force will be amplified to
warn the operator.
The collision detection algorithm based on z-scores is
summarized in Alg. 1. The chosen value of z t depends on the
author’s expectations for the sensitivity of collision detection.
Smaller value can capture minor changes of force, but it will
also affect the operator’s operation. Since the moving average
and standard deviation are constructed separately, the input
signal does not destroy the threshold, thereby ensuring the
accuracy of the algorithm. The lag parameter n represents
the step size of the filter, which determines the sensitivity
of the algorithm for force changing. The influence parameter
determines the effect of abnormal on the filter, which changes
the adaptability of the algorithm.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION OF D ESIGNED
R OBOTIC S YSTEM
In this section, three experiments have been done to evaluate
the performance of the designed haptic robot-assisted catheter
operating system. Experiment 1 is used to evaluate the accuracy of motion and haptic force feedback. The performance
of the collision protection function is shown in Experiment 2.
Finally, we use the EVE model to verify the performance of
the developed system in Experiment 3.

A. Accuracy Evaluation
1) Experimental Method: We designed two evaluation experiments to verify the accuracy of measurement device. The
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup for transparency evaluation.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for motion accuracy evaluation. (a) Linear
accuracy evaluation; (b) Rotation accuracy evaluation.

experimental setup for linear and rotation accuracy evaluation
is shown in Fig. 6.
In linear accuracy evaluation experiment, a stepping motor
is used to control the manipulator to push/pull catheter with
a constant speed 19.78 mm/s. The motion displacement is
100 mm. To ensure the accuracy, the input catheter is placed
in parallel before experiment. The output data of the measurement device is recorded by computer through serial communication. By comparing the real displacement and measured
displacement, the linear accuracy can be evaluated.
In rotation accuracy evaluation experiment, we use a high
precision rotary encoder (MTL, MES020-2000P, Japan) to
evaluate the rotation accuracy. The navigation in this experiment based on natural operation habit, so the catheter is rotated
by an operator both clockwise and counterclockwise during
the experiment. The catheter is placed in parallel and fixed
with the encoder. By comparing the rotation angles detected by
the measurement device and encoder during coaxial rotation,
the rotation accuracy can be evaluated. It should be noted
that the angle detection resolution of the measurement device
changes according to the diameter of the input catheter. Here
the angle detection resolution is 4.81◦.
To ensure that surgeons get real force feedback, we design
an experiment to verify the transparency of the spring-based
haptic force interface. In this experiment, we make the haptic
force follow the feedback force signal. The experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 7. The input part is used to simulate human
operator. We use a stepping motor to manipulate the input
catheter. A load cell links the input catheter to measure the
provided haptic force. The feedback signal is provided by
slave side. During the experiment, the motion displacement
is 130 mm, and the input speed is 4.56 mm/s. The feedback
force and the haptic force are recorded by a computer with a
sampling frequency of 5 Hz. By calculating the error between
these two forces, the force accuracy can be evaluated.
2) Experimental Result: The experimental result for accuracy evaluation is shown in Fig. 8, each experiment was carried out 10 times. In the motion accuracy evaluation, as shown
in Fig. 8 (a) (b), uneven contact between the input catheter

Fig. 8. Experimental result for accuracy evaluation. (a) Linear evaluation
result; (b) Rotation evaluation result; (c) Transparency evaluation result.

and the measurement device may cause step loss during procedure. This error is nonlinear accumulated error. The average
linear accumulated error is 4.05% and the average rotation
accumulated error is 6.27%, which meets the requirements for
surgeons to operate catheter and guidewire accuracy.
The experimental result for transparency evaluation is
shown in Fig. 8(c). The green line is the real force measured
by slave side. The blue line is the haptic force generated by
the haptic force interface. The red line is the error between
these two forces. The mean error of the haptic force interface
is 0.027 N.
3) Discussion: In RATIS, the surgeon’s action is measured
in master side and transmitted to the slave side to navigate
the patient catheter. The motion deviations in master side
may cause the surgeon manipulating catheter inaccurately and
improve the surgical risk. Previous research shows that the
motion accuracy, which is showed in experiment 1, is enough
for the RATIS [37]. On the other hand, the perceptual resolution in force discrimination, as measured by the just noticeable
difference (JND), is 7-10% over a range of 0.5-200N [38].
Considering the results of the transparency evaluation result,
the proposed spring-based haptic force interface can accurately
provide the haptic force.
In addition, transmission delay affects the ability of human
operators to assess catheter status of the remote environment. Fu et al [39] proposed a unified framework for human
haptic perception with delay force feedback. This framework can accurately predict all effects caused by time delay.
Nisky et al [40] studied the effect of delay on perception
in a simulated needle insertion task. They found that using
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Algorithm 1 Collision Detection Algorithm Based on Z-Score
Input: Input force signal Ft ; Lag parameter n; Z-score
threshold z t ; Influence parameter k;
Output: Force scaling parameter α
1: Initialise Filter:
, . . . , fn }
2: Initialise filtered series: Hx = { f 1 , f 2
3: Initialise average filter: Havg (n) = n1 ni=1 fi
4: Initialise std. filter:
2
 
Hst d (n) = n1 ni=1  f i − Havg (n)
5: for input
force signal ft (t = n + 1, . . . , c) do

6:
if  f t − Havg (t − 1) > z t ∗ Hst d (t − 1) then
7:
if f t > Havg (t − 1) then
8:
# Collision
9:
set α to 2;
10:
else
11:
# No collision
12:
set α to 1;
13:
end if
14:
# Make influence lower
15:
Hx (t) = k ∗ f t + (1 − k)∗ ft −1 ;
16: else
17:
# No collision
18:
set α to 1;
19:
set Hx (t) to f t ;
20: end if
21: # Update the
filters
22: Havg (t) = n1 ti=t −n f i ;
2


23: Hst d (t) = n1 ti=t −n  f i − Havg (t) ;
24: end for

appropriately choosing a position gain and reciprocal force
gain of a teleoperation channel can cancel the effect of
delay. In further research, delay compensation control method
should be introduced in the control strategy to improve the
performance of the designed system.

B. Performance of Collision Protection Function
1) Experimental Method: During prolonged surgery, since
the surgeon’s sensitivity to force decreased as the operation
time increase, some catheter-vessel collision may be ignored.
Thus, it is necessary to warn the surgeon when a collision
occurs. The collision protection function was illustrated in
Section III. The experimental setup is similar as transparency
evaluation in Experiment 1 (see Fig. 7). In this experiment,
we make some collisions in the slave side to verify the
performance of the collision protection function. When the
algorithm detects a collision, the haptic force will be amplified
to warn the operator. If there is no collision, the haptic
force will follow the feedback force. This warning force is
determined by different limen. According to the Eq. (1) and
Eq. (7), the warning force threshold should follow:
α fc  φ = c · (φ0 + ε)

(8)

In the collision detection algorithm (see Alg. 1), some
parameters need to be determined. We set the lag parameter n
to 20, because the shorter lag will judge some tiny tremors

20813

Fig. 9. Performance of the collision protection function.

Fig. 10. Operating status of the collision detection algorithm during
the tasks. (a) Change in safety range; (b) Change in forcing scaling
parameter.

as collisions, and larger lag will ignore some insignificant
collisions. The z-score threshold z t is set to 2. This threshold
may be changed depends on different surgery environment.
We set the influence parameter k to 0.1. Higher influence value
will increase the adaptability and lower influence value will
increase the stability.
2) Experimental Result: The performance of the collision
protection function is shown in Fig. 9. When a collision
occurs, the provided haptic force will be amplified to attract
the surgeon’s attention. The surgeon will change the action
(retract catheter or rotate the catheter to change the direction
of catheter tip) to ensure surgery safety. During the procedure,
the processing time for each loop is 1.62 msec with the haptic
control board (Arduino UNO, SMART Projects). Among the
time, the algorithm spends 1.33 msec when the lag parameter
n = 20. The processing time of the program is much shorter
than the human touch reaction time 155 msec [41]. Therefore,
our haptic force interface has the characteristic of high realtime.
The change of safety range during the experiment is shown
in Fig. 10 (a). The cyan line is the error between the current
force signal and mean error of filter Ft . The safety range
means if the force signal located in this area, this force will
be labelled safe force. In actual surgery, the force varies with
different surgical stages, thus the safety force range needs to
be updated in real time. When detect a collision, force scaling
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Fig. 11. EVE model, and the starting and target positions.

parameter α will be changed to amplify the haptic force. The
change of α is shown in Fig. 10 (b).
3) Discussion: In conventional VIS, the judgement of
catheter-vessel collision relies on surgeons’ experience. Our
goal is using collision detection algorithm to simulate this
experience. Due to complex of vascular system, change in
proximal force caused by catheter-vessel collision is different
in various stages of surgery. Although the proposed method
can change the safety range during surgery, due to conflict
between stability and adaptability, this change is still not
enough for a long surgery. The solution is to separate the safety
range from collision detection algorithm and keeps stability of
collision detection algorithm. In addition, the parameters of
the developed algorithm need to be adjusted according to the
different surgical environment. In future research, an adaptive
algorithm should be developed to adjust the parameters for
different situation.
However, increasing the feedback force when the algorithm
detects a collision will impact the transparency of the interface.
As a result, the operator needs to be trained before using the
system. We can also change the force scaling parameter α or
use another way to reminder the operator, such as visual or
shock, to reduce the impact on operators.

C. Performance of Collision Protection Function
1) Experimental Method: To verify the performance of the
developed haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system,
a silicone-based endo vascular evaluator (EVE) model is used
in this experiment. As shown in Fig. 11, the starting position
was located at the aorta and the target position was the left
subclavian artery. To simulate the real operation environment,
a pulsed flow pump (Iwaki Bellows Pump, Japan) was used to
provide blood pressure. A 5 Fr (diameter 1.667 mm) catheter
was navigated by slave side.
In this experiment, the operator manipulates the input
catheter of the master side to guide the patient catheter from
aorta to left subclavian artery in the EVE model. Experimental
conditions have been divided into two groups. One group
only feeds the visual signal to operator, and another group
has both visual feedback and haptic force feedback with the
collision protection function. For each group, the experiment
was performed five trials by a trained operator. The ground
station records experimental data, including experimental time
and proximal force, to verify the performance of system.
2) Experimental Result: The examples of the proximal force
during the task are shown in Fig. 12. Without haptic force

Fig. 12. Example of proximal force during the task. (a) no haptic force
feedback group; (b) haptic force feedback group.

Fig. 13. Statistics of the proximal force during the task.

feedback, operator tends to navigate the catheter directly to
the target position. Another group, which has the haptic force
feedback, the action of the operation is changed to “insertretract”. This operation mode is able to avoid applying excessive force on catheter. As a result, in the vessel of bending
(like aortic arch) and narrowness (like left subclavian artery),
the proximal force of haptic feedback group is absolutely less
than the no haptic feedback group. In addition, due to requirement of operation for haptic feedback group, the operation
time increases 92% comparing no haptic feedback group.
To compare experimental result from these two group,
we count the ratio for different proximal force value during
the tasks. The result is shown in Fig. 13. This figure illustrates
that the proportion of greater than the force value in the
results. The green line is the result from no haptic feedback
group, and the blue line is the result from haptic feedback
group. The x-axis is the proximal force value, and the y-axis
is the proportion that large than this proximal force value
in the tasks. We ignore the data that proximal force value
less than 0, because these forces are for retracting catheter.
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The percentage of proximal force value is a good metric to
measure performance of the developed haptic robot-assisted
catheter operating system. Assume that the forces greater than
1 N in the tasks are unsafe. It is easy to get the proportion
of danger in no haptic feedback group is 34.16%, and the
proportion of haptic feedback group is 15.63%. Compared
with the operation without haptic feedback, the proportion of
danger was reduced by 18.53%, indicating that the haptic force
feedback can improve the safety of RATIS.
3) Discussion: Although it has been proven that the haptic
force interface can reduce contact forces, the evaluation of
the tactile interface is still incomplete. The haptic force
interface is not only recalled natural operation of surgeon,
but also improve the manipulation skills. In further research,
the experienced physicians should be enrolled to verify the
developed haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel haptic robot-assisted catheter
operating system with collision protection function. Since the
closed loop system in the presented haptic force interface is
based on force signals, the accuracy of provided haptic force
feedback is confirmed. The haptic force is generated by the
spring-based force generator. Due to the elasticity of the blood
vessel, the spring is more suitable to simulate the contact force
between the surgical tools and blood vessel wall. A rigid metal
rod is used to control the robot. As an alternative to a catheter,
it can keep the natural manipulation skill of surgeon and
transmit the haptic force to the operator effectively. Moreover,
a collision protection function was developed to assist surgeon
to avoid catheter-tissue collision. If the algorithm detects a
collision, the haptic force interface will provide a warning
force to notify the operator, and the operator will change
operation (retraction or rotation) to reduce damage to the
vessel.
From the experimental studies, the haptic force interface
can provide precise force to the operator, and the motion
accuracy is enough for the RATIS. The proposed collision
detection algorithm can detect the collision in different surgical
stages. Since no additional sensors or special environment
are needed, the proposed collision detection algorithm can be
easily applied to other endovascular robotic systems without
significant modification. The in vitro result shows that the
haptic force feedback was a benefit for providing natural
haptic sensation and reducing the human cognitive workload
as well as maintaining the safety of surgery. The proposed
haptic robot-assisted catheter operating system with collision
protection function has potential to be used in RATIS.
In the future, we will improve the performance of the system
and validate the system in in real in vivo experiments on
animals.
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